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Tamil Romance Downloads, Free Pdf Tamil Novel Download, Tamilnovels Collection. Rajesh Kumar is a Tamil writer best known for his stories about crime, detective stories and science fiction. Since the publication of his first short story, The Seventh Tester, in Kalkandu magazine in 1968, he has written more than 1,500 short novels and
more than 2,000 short stories. I'm looking forward to October because it's a diverse month of detectives hosted by Bean from If You Can Read This and Silicon from Silicon on the Internet. The phrase Diverse Detectives is used in the sense that the detective in question is not a regular detective like Hercule Poirot or Sherlock Holmes or
Miss Marple, but someone who is a colored person (African, African-American, Chinese, Japanese, East Asian, Latin American, Persian, Arab, Native American, Indians, etc.) or/and someone who is gay or who has a liquid orientation of sexual orientation, or LGBT. It's hard to find a second species. I'm looking forward to finding out which
books other participants are reading especially regarding the second kind of detective. I remember Pierce Brosnan said sometime ago that it was time for Black Bond, it was time for a gay Bond. I don't know whether Bond will ever become black and/or gay, but I can safely say that different detectives have arrived if you look at the
proposed reading list for this event. One of the fun parts of attending a reading event is making reading plans. I always like to make reading plans. Whether I stick to the plan or not, it's another question ̃  I've had a lot of fun making plans for this event. When my ever-evolving reading list finally took shape, I was so excited. Here it is. I hope
to read some of these books over the next month. I've divided the list into three parts, as you can see. In English (1) Walter Mosley Omnibus consisting, The Devil in Blue Dress, Red Death and White Butterfly I got this book years ago in the Indian version of the Parisian bouqiniste, or bookstore platform as we affectionately call it here. I
heard about Walter Mosley a few days ago, and as such things happen, a few days later the book jumped on me while I was perusing. The blue, red and white in the titles makes me think of the French national flag and its meaning and color trilogy directed by Krzysztof Kizlovsky. I don't know if Walter Mosley tried to say something. I really
liked the fact that these three colors are presented on the cover - I'm sure it was intentional. I read the first few lines of the book and I think that Walter Mosley may be African-American Raymond Chandler and his Detective Easy Rawlings could be African-American Philip Marlowe. I'll know when I'm done reading the book. (2) No. 1 Ladies
Detective Agency Alexander McCall SmithI has wanted to read this book for years. Can you believe I haven't read a single book by Alexander McCall Smith? Time to fix it. Can't wait to read about the adventures of Precious Ramotswe, Botswana's best detectives. (3) The lunch of Coroner Colin CotterillOne of my favorite friends gave this
book to me some time ago and I have wanted to read it since. He has seventy-two years of coroner Dr Siri Paiboun and is set in Laos. It promises to be a lot of fun. (4) Blanche on Lam Barbara NeelyI first discovered this book through Eve out of the charm of it. And before I knew it, I started noticing it everywhere, as in various detectives
reading the recommendations and TBR bins list. It features the detective adventures of Blanche, who is a chubby, fiesty, African-American housekeeper - how can you resist this. Translated (5) Four short stories by Jorge Luis Borges - Death and Compass, Tlan, Ukbar and Orbis Tertius, Approach to Al-Mu'tasim, Review of the works of
Herbert quinti have read only one story of Borges before. I read that he was a master at taking traditional detective stories and turning it on his head. Death and compass must be the most famous of his detective stories. I can't wait to read that one and the other. (6) The death of the red heroine Chi xiaolongI have had this book for years
since my Chinese days. I have never read a detective mystery set in China and so I am very excited. (7) Three books byomkesh Bakshi (Picture Imperfect, Menagerie, Rhythm Riddles) Saradindu BandyopadhyayThesis stories involving Indian detective Byomkesh Bakshi first appeared in the 1930s, and were originally written in Bengali.
They are quite famous in India and have been adapted for television. My Bengali friends rave about them and I can't wait to read them. (8) Feluda Satyajit RaiSatjajit Ray is one of India's greatest filmmakers. But like many other artists, he was a man of many talents, and one of them wrote secrets involving Detective Feluda. Original
stories were written in Bengali and first appeared in the 1960s and pleased generations of Bengali readers, both young and old. Feluda's collected stories come in about 1,600 pages, and I wouldn't be able to read them all in one go. Hopefully I can read some of them. Not available in TranslationTime to look at some of the books in my
language, Tamil and no™' (9) Manimozhi, Forget Me By TamilvananI read my first book tamilvanan when I was in my preteens and quickly fell in love with his work. Tamilvanan was probably the greatest detective mystery/crime fiction writer tamil in the twentieth century. He wrote from the 50s until the late 70s. begin he transplanted into
crime fiction. (I don't know why he didn't hit him as a literary science fiction writer because I read his literary fiction, and that's pretty good.) One of the fascinating things about Tamilwanan was his prose. He wrote Tamil, which has no inclination of any regional dialect. There were no English words. It wasn't what anyone said. It was the
perfect version of the Tamils, something similar to the perfect version of English or Parisian French. It was an absolute pleasure to read. I remember spending many hours of my teenage years taking in the delightful pleasures of Tamilwanan's prose. Tamilvanan has written books that cover the full spectrum of crime fiction - detective
mystery, noir crime and any other genre in between. Half of his stories included two detective stories, and the other half were standalone crime novels. His chief detective was Shancarlal. He was a combination of Sherlock Holmes, Hercule Poirot and James Bond - sometimes he would go to a crime scene and gather evidence and look for
clues like Holmes did, on other occasions he would call everyone and sit in the house and run thought experiments and unravel the mystery, as Poirot did, and at other times he would travel to exotic locations and would speed away on boats with the damsel in trouble. When I think about it now, it all seems counterintuitive and incredible,
but when I read these books, I loved all the different aspects of this detective character. Tamilvanan was the inspiration for all the detective mystery/crime writers in Tamil who followed him. I don't know how many books he wrote, but I think I have about a hundred of his books, all stocked up on a rainy day. Most of his books are out of print
and I've got some of the last copies available. These days, his publishers are trying to bring some of his famous works back to print, which is great. Manimoges, forget about me - a crime novel. A father once calls his 20-year-old daughter and tells her that he's not the good guy she thinks he is, and the bad guys are going to kill him, and
he asks her to leave town. What he is, in fact, and what happens to the daughter forms the rest of the story. I read it for the first time years ago and it was exciting and page-turning as the best detective/crime fiction and I loved it. I can't wait to read it again. (10) The marine mystery of TamilwanMay's English translation of the title is actually
to say nothing about this story. I still remember the first scene - a man hires a boat at night to take it to the ship, which is on the outer anchorage. While the boat is quietly waiting for this man, gets on the ship. Ten minutes later he runs across the deck of the ship chasing the militants, jumping from ship to waiting boat and boat to safety. It
was a scene scene from the Bond movie. I loved it when I first read it. I can't remember much of the story now, except for this first scene. I hope to read it again and rediscover it. (11) Detective Samba DevanDevan was Tamil Dickens. He wrote books about everyday middle-class people, his descriptions of life were realistic and authentic,
and his stories were told with great humour. This is one of his famous works. Samba is a bank clerk. He's forty years old. His boss calls him an idiot -- in the sense that when his boss wants to talk to him, he tells his secretary - Call that idiot. Sambu is disappointed with his life and career, when one day amazing things happen. As this clerk
becomes a detective - I can't wait to find this. (12) The murderous autumn of Sujata Sujata was one of the great Tamil literary masters. His fans called him Vaathiyaar - an affectionate way to tell the Master. Detective mystery was one of the genres in which he wrote. He also wrote fiction, feminist fiction, historical fiction, stories, plays, non-
fiction books for the general reader, literary essays, the translation of ancient Tamil epics into the modern Tamil language and all sorts of things in between. He even wrote scripts for movies. He was a real over-the-goer. In his detective secrets mainly included the lawyer duo Ganesh and Vasanza. They were probably modeled after Perry
Mason. This is their most famous story. My translation of the title is not perfect - the original name Kolaiyudhir Kaalam can be more accurately translated into a season in which people kill and fall dead like leaves during autumn. I don't know how to cut this by a few words. I read this book years ago and I remember it being a combination of
murder mystery, paranormal activity, science and an unexpected end. I can't wait to read it again. So, this is my reading list for various detectives of the month. Are you involved? What books do you plan to read? Was born. Rangarajan3 May 1935Madaras, Presidency of Madras, British India27 February 2008 (age 72)Chennai, IndiaPenn
name SujataOcupationEngupin, author, writer, screenwriterIndianalma Matermit-Chennai (Madras Institute of Technology) Period1935-2008SpojaSuuseChildren222 Ranga Prasad Sujata (May 3, 1935 - February 27, 2008) was an anonymous Tamil author of S. Rangarajan, author of more than 100 novels, 250 short stories, ten books on
science, ten stage plays and a small volume of poems. He was one of the most popular authors of Tamil literature and a regular author of thematic columns in Tamil periodicals such as Ananda Vikathan, Kumudam and Kalki. He had a wide readership, and served for a short period as editor of Kumudam, and wrote and dialogues for
several Tamil films. As an engineer, he oversaw the design and production of manufacturing Voting machine (EVM) during his stay at Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL), a machine that is currently used in elections across India. As an author he inspired many authors, including Balakumaran, Madhan.2Biography7Inth to filmspenning with
the name of his wife, Sujata's Tamil literary career spanned more than four decades. Engineer by profession, he was proficient in the language of technology. Widely readable and knowledgeable, he presented his knowledge in simple Tamil.His works stood out at a time when Tamil writing dominated social/family dramas and historical
novels. His identification with the masses, and his uncanny acceptance of their way of speaking, behavior, thinking and slang, helped make him popular in several demographic segments. His popularization of technology has been one of his greatest contributions - starting with his Silicon Chip writing in Dynamani Kadhir and Yong,
Yedharku, Eppadi's Junior Vikatan. At one point, his writings appeared in numerous Tamil weekly and magazines at the same time, including Ananda Vikathan, Kumudam, Kungumam, Kalki and Dchinamani Kadhir. He later participated as a script/screenplay author for several Tamil films. Among his famous films were Vikram, Tirun
Tyrouda, Boys and Sivaji. Most of his early novels/stories were made as films, including Priya, Gaytri, Karaiyellam Senbagapoo and Anandha Tandaham, among others. Raised in Srirangam, Trichi, and after spending most of his later life in Bangalore, he described both places vividly in his various writings. Among his popular novels are
Piriv Sandhip (not associated with the film of the same name), Ratham Ore Niram and Kolayudhir Kaalam.He also immortalized Ganesh-Vasant - an imaginary pair of lawyers serving as the main characters in most of his detective stories. Ganesh is a roving-headed, senior lawyer and Vasanth is his flirtatious junior lawyer. The Ganesh-
Vasaent couple was based on the characters of James Hadley Chase, Vicky Malloy and his pal. In later days he limited his writing to essays such as Kathradhum-Petradhoum. He began to read more time, especially the old rare Tamil literature and the latest developments in information technology and computing. Sujata Rangarajan was
born in Triplikana, Chennai, but spent his childhood in Srirangam, near Tiruccirapalli, under the care of his paternal grandmother because of his father's frequent transfers to work. He was educated at the Higher High School for Boys, Srirangam. He attended St. Joseph's College, Trichi. Sujata graduated in 1954 with a bachelor's degree in
physics (1952-54). He later studied electronics engineering at the Madras Institute of Technology, where he was a friend of Abdul Kalam (who later became president of India). His writing interests largely inspired by stories and TV series published in popular popular Logs. Srirangathu Devathaigal (Angels of Srirangam) presents 100
stories based on the incidents in Srirangam in the 1940s and 50s that appeared in Ananda Vikathan. Sivaji, a minor magazine from Trichy, published the story during his student days. His first story was published in the journal Kumudam in 1962. His Kolayuthir Kalam was an exciting novel on a ghostly theme. He worked first in the Civil
Aviation Department of the Government of India and then at Bharat Electronics Limited in Bangalore, India, before retiring in Chennai, India, where he lived until his last days. As an engineer, he was a forward thinker and he was the key person behind the development of an electronic voting machine in India. He initiated the development
of advanced word processing before the days of personal computers. He is known for having come up with new Tamil words for computer terms such as password, file, catalog, etc. These words were adopted by many software companies today to translate their software/software products into Tamil. The works are not listed in
chronological order. FICTION1. Aaah is a novel based on hallucinations, which was published in Ananda Vikathan every week. Each episode begins with the exclamation point Aaah and ends with Aaah.2. Pirivom Sandhippom 1 - A love story set in Tamiraparani, which then travels to New York. Captures a glimpse of the life of NRI Tamil
in the early 80s. This novel was later made in a film called Ananda Tandaam (film).3 Piriv Sandhipp 24. Kolayudhir Kaalam - one of the novels where the famous duo Ganesh and Vasa do not seem to solve the supernatural mystery in the house estate. Detailed descriptions of hologram technology, which was then the latest technological
trend, were included in the story5. En Iniya Iyanthira is a sci-fi novel in Tamil involving robots. The novel features Neal, Ravi, Mano, Gino - robo-dog. The story is written as if everything is happening in 2020.6. Meendum Jeano (Jeano again) - sequel en Iniya Iyandhira7. Srirangato Dhewadhagal (Shrerangham's Angels) is a series of
stories in which Sujata's experiences as a child, youth and a man in Srirangam depicted incidents when he lived at his grandmother's house in Srirangam8. Karaiyellam Shenbagapoo - a mysterious novel in which the main male character travels to the village for his research of rural songs, and encounters mysterious incidents around
him9. Nylon Kairu (Nylon Rope)10. Nillungal Raajaave is a masterpiece of science fiction. The recent Tamil film Maayawan is very similar to this story.11 Kanavu Thozhirchaalai is a novel based on the Tamil film industry and the leading character of the 80s. (Although the character does not indicate real faces)12. Ratham Ore Niram - Set
in before independence, this novel tells the story of a young man who wants revenge revenge British officer who killed his father. The plot is based on a true historical incident called Cawnpore Maasacre, where hundreds of British men, women and children were killed by the Indian Army in an uprising during the Sepoya mutiny.13 Pesum
Bommaygal14. Anithaavin Kadhalgal is a family affair based on the life, love and desires of a young girl named Anita15. Vasan Vasan16. Computer Graamam17. Nirwaana Nagaram18. Vikram19. Odaadhey - The Suspended Thriller novel, based on the incidents that recently married a couple who are planning their honeymoon, face.20.
24 Rubay Theevu 4 x 21. Eppodhum Pen (Always a Woman) is a Tamil novel influenced by Simone de Beauvoir's Second Sex. Idhan Peyarum Kolai23. Irandawadhu Kaadhal Kadhai24. Kolai Arangam is a murder mystery novel where the popular duo of Ganesha and Vasanda seem to have solved the mystery.25 Edhayum Oru Murai26.
Anita Ilam Manaiwi - a criminal story, where there is one of the famous duets Ganesh27. Javanica is a short novel in which Ganesh and Vasanc seem to solve a stolen statue called Javanica '28. Niramatra Vanavil29. Sorgatheevu is one of the first sci-fi works in Tamil30. Theendum Inbam31. Aadhalinaal Kaadhal Saver32. Pocutti3. Irul
varum Neram34. Kaandhaloor Vasanthakumaaran Kadhai - historical fiction that is centered around the Raja Raja Chojan Empire35. Oru Naduppagal Maranam36. Priya37. Vasanta Kaala Kutrangal38. Pen Iyandhiram39. Neil Nizhny40. Airatil Iruvar41. Aryabhatta42. Padhavikaga43. Ullam Turandhavan44. Marubadium Ganesh45. Vanta
Puig vettay chet46. Commissioner Ku Kadidham47. Vidivadharkul Waa48. Thanga Mudichu49. Ore Oru Dhrogam - a novel that flows into the perspective of two, a fraudulent husband and his innocent wife who does not know about his real face50. Eindhawadhu Adhiyaam51. Siwanda Kaigal52. Endraavadhu Oru Naal53. Thisai Canden
Waan Kanden54. 10 Second Mutham - a novel about a young athlete who comes to the world sports tournament with her uncle, who is also her coach, and obsessed with her55. Thedaadhe56. Roja - The story of a policeman who seeks to find an unknown rapist young girl57. J K58. Wenin Kaadhalan59. Waimaye Silas Vellum60.
Kaagidha Sangiligal is one of the first Tamil creations describing kidney failure. This is the story of a young wife who seeks to save her husband, who suffers from kidney failure61. Unai Kanda Neramellam62. Waanam Ennum veedhiyile63. Chinnakaiili64. Mundra Kutrangal65. Kaalgal is a fiction from the point of view of a man who goes to
an Anglo-Indian house and meets an old man. NOWELAS1. Marina2. Gayatri3. Apsara4. Meendum Oru Kutram5. Paadhi Raajam6. Vibareda Kotpaada7. Neil Ta'aku.8. Ilamailiil Kohl9. Megatai Turatinavan10. Munru Naal Sorgam11. Virumbi Sonna Poigal12. Sylvia - A novel published on Aananda vikatan every week, which depicts
stressed Sylvia, the daughter of a businessman. The famous duo Ganesh and Vasanz appear after a long period of time13. Merke Oru Kutram14. Guruprasaadhin Kadaisi Dhinam15. Virupamilla Tiruppangal16. Weirangal (Diamonds)17. Malay Maaligai18. Giannal Malar - A novel about a man's life after he was released from prison.19
Meendum Oru Kutram 220. Melum Oru Kutram21. Thapithaal Thappillai - The story of an ordinary middle-class husband who suspects his wife of fraud22. 14 Naatkal23. 696124. Maaya25. Austin Illam26. Jodhi27. Ihrainndha Natchatiram28. Kai29. Oiravil Ora Reilly30. Man Magan31. Kalaindha Poigal32. Vidhi33. Manaiwi Kidaitaal34. Oru
Sikkal Illadha Kaadhal Kadhai35. Honolulu36. Anatomy of Oru Vibatina37. Paalam38. Vilimbu39. Ippadi Oru MaarudhalplayPLAYS1. Kadaul Vandhimundhaar2. Oonjal3. Bharathi Irundha Veedu4. Anbullah Appa5. Singamaiyangaar Peran6. Dr. Nalandkhranin Vinodha Vajakku7. Adimaigal8. Nylon Raadhaagal9. Oru Prayam Oru Stake10.
Mudal Naadagam11. Prayans12. Mundhirawaaadh 13. Vahaccu14. Sekar15. Krishna Krishna16. Vandhavan17. Maarudhal18. Vaasal19. Kadhai Kelo Penne20. Idovayan Magal21. Sarala22. Petty23. Marumanam24. Aagaayam25. Muyalnon - FICTION1. En Edharku Eppadi 1 - answers to readers' questions, mainly on science2. En
Edharku Eppadi 23. Kathradhum Petradhoum 1.2,3.44. Kanayaazhiyin Kadaisi Pakkangal - a series of articles on the last pages of Kanayazhi5 magazine. Talamai Syaladam6. 60 America naatkal7. Sujata Badhilgal 1.2.38. Sujathoughts9. Kadavul Irukkiara10. Kadavol - Articles that analyze the concept of God according to several types of
religion, as well as in scientific perspective11. The power of vidhyaasangal12. Kadavulgalin Pallataakku (Composition)13. Innum Sila Sindanaigal14. Tamij and Indrum15. Genome16. Oriru Ennangal17. Uyrin Ragasiam18. Paarway 36019. Toranathu Maavilaigal20. Vivaadhangal Vimarsangal21. Aduta Nootraandu (next century) - First
edition of July 1990, published by VISA22. Karpanaikcum Appaal23. Nano Technologies24. Oru Vinyana Paarwayilrundu25. Appa Anbullah Appa26. Ezhutum Vaazhkayyum27. Chinna Chinna Catturaygal28. Waaram Oru Paasuram29. Nootraandin iruidhyil Sila Sindanaigal30. 1000 kanippori vaarthaygal31. Caner Illamal32. Nijam Nidi33.
Sujataavi Kelungal34. Kanipporiyin Kadhai35, Seidhi Sollum Seiarkai kolgal36. Ki Pi 2000ku appaal37. Vitul Varum Ulaham38. Silicon Sillu puratchiHOW - TO MANUALURS1. Thiraikkadhai ezhudhuvadhu eppadi - Book and Guide2. Sirukai Yezhudhuwadhu Epadielia ARIMUGAM1. Puranaanuru2. Silappadhigaaram3. Heikeo4.
Tirukkurat5. Aazhwaargal is a simple introduction to the Geniuses of the first millennium6. 401 Kaadhal Kavidhaygal - Kurundhogai7. Brahma Sutraorort HISTORY COLLECTIONS1. Therndhedutha Sirukadhaigal 1.2.3 by Uyirmmai2. Marma Kadhaygal3. Nagaram4. Vinyana Syrukadhhaygal5. Miss Tamij Taaye Namaskaaram6. Computer
Kadhai Sollu7. Karuppu Gudhirai8. Olay Pattasu9. Aatakaaran Syrukadhaygal10. Madhyamar Kadhaygal11. Tundil Kadhaygal12. Mindum Tundil Kadhaygal13. Vaanatil Oru Muna thaaragai14. Sri Rangathu Kadhaygal15. Asumadhy16. Pudhia Nidi kadhaigal17. Nijatai thedi18. Siru Sirukadhahal19. Maadhar Tammayoter
VIDEDOMERING COLLECTIONS1. Sujatavin Kurunovelgal 1.2,3,4.5 from Uyirmmai2. Sujata Syrukadhhaygal3. Sujataavin Naadagangal - Toguppu from UyirmmaiMISCELLANEOUS1. 21am Vilimba2. Innum Oru Pen3. Erakkuraya Sorgam4. Neerkumizhigal5. Pugaar6. Ryle Punnagai7. Maarudhal varum8. Podhu Marat Pudhu
Mugangal9. Andru Un Arugil10. Kaanikkai11. Hostel dhinangalKolaiyuthir Kalam (roughly translated as Autumn of Murders) - One of his famous tamil detective novels, which came as a series in Kumudam, featuring Ganesh and Vasant. It was also made in a television series and broadcast by Podhigai Doddarshan. In 1993, Sujata
received an award from the National Council for Science and Technology of the Government of India for making science accessible to the public through his books, journals and other media. VASWIK Award for Electronic Voting Machine. Kalaimamani Prizes from the Tamil government nadu. Mylapore Academy Award for Doordharshan
Best TV Series by Mahan Ramanujar. The Best Writer award of Tamil Nadad cinema Kalaimandram in the year 1999.Tamil Nadu State Film Award for best film - Pandavar Bhoomi (2001)Sujatha was a versatile Tamil author, with several stories, novels, poems, plays, scripts for films, articles on non-fiction and other non-fiction articles, to
his credit. Sujata wrote a number of sci-fi stories in Tamil and sought to explain science in simple words to the everyman. He regularly answered scientific questions in journals such as Junior Vikatan. His scientific frequently asked questions were released as separate books called Yen Etharku Eppadi and Athisaya Ulagam from Vikatan
Publications.He worked on Katradhum, Petradhum in Anantha Vikatan and Sujatha Bathilgal in Kumudam and Kungumam.His interests included computers, archaeology, astrophysics, biotechnology, neuroscience, karna. He has expanded his writing skills and experience from science to film. The first of these efforts were Gaiatri and
Priya. In The Prie his fictional character Ganesh was played by Rajinicanth. Vikram Kamal Hassan was written by him. Recently he has been associated with Mani Ratnam (for Kannathil Muthamittal, Aayitha Ezhuthu, etc.), Shankar (for Indian, Mudhalvan, Boys, Sivaji: Boss and Enthiran: Robot) and Azhagam Perumal in Uhaya. He was
also a co-producer of the Media Dreams banner, which went on to produce by critics of Bharatha, the baiopik of the great Tamil poet Bhaarathiyaar.He worked on Enthiran Shankar died February 27 2008.As WriterEnthiran (2010)Ananda Tandawam (2009)Sivaji (2007)Anniyan (2005)Ullaem Ketkamae (2005)Udhaya (2004) Kangalal
Kaidhu Seei (2004)Ayyuta Ezhuthu (2004) Chellame (2004)Boys (2003)Cannatil Mutamittal (2002)12B (2001)Neil Kaalam (2001)Kandukondein KanDukondain (2000)Mudalwan (1999) Kannediri Tondrinal (1998)Uyir (1998)Indian (1996) Roja (1992)Vikram (1986)Karayellam Schenbagup (1992)Vikram (1986)Karayellam Shenbagapappu
(1992)1981) Ninatale Nikikkum (1979)Priya (1978)Gaia As producer Nilla Kaalam (2001)Little John (2001)Bharathi (2000) www.rediff.com.' //tamilnation.co/digitalzha/1.htm-prem.. 'SUJATHA LIST OF BOOKS - TAMIL BOOKS ONLINE'. www.tamilbooksonline.in.» NewKerala.Com News, India. Extracted from ' ' tamil detective novels pdf
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